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UNIVERSITE DE GENEVE 

FACULTE DES LETTRES 

Département Genéve, le 16 Jan. 87 
histoire de Part et de musicologie 

1211 Genéve 4 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Aldrich Chemical Company 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Mearwhrs Bader : 

You wrote me a long time ago, at the end of September, 
and sent me the photograph of your Hagar with the Angel. 
You will not be astonished that I have no answer either. 
[telooks lovely, I am sure you are right in TL ee Keen et, 
is Dutch ¢c.1620, I rather think the landscape and 
figures are by one hand. Mr. Nieuwstraten at the RKD 
to whom I showed it was reminded of Linsen. 
If meanwhile you haven't found out as yet, you could 
send a photograph to Prof. Albert Blankert, 25 Konings- 
plein, The Hague, and to Dr. Astrid Ttimpel, Uilenputweg 10, 
Bergendal near Nijmwegen, Nederland. Meanwhile I am 
returning the ektachrome. 
I hope our paths will meet again, especially when you 
CONS WGOm Whuzerland. Igimyseli will attend the art 
historians! meeting in Boston next month. 
With my best regards to you and to Mrs. Bader 

pilncerely, 
fl 

* 
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a) // ek 

Aoeryf Kut srun eS , £ 
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Marcel Roethlisberger 
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KUNSTHISTORISCHES INSTITUT IN FLORENZ 

l N, Shepard 

Milwaukee 4 ee ap Milwaukee, Wisc, 53 

Sehr geehrter Herr Dr, Bader 

vielleicht bring man so sagt, ‘Hulen nach Athen", wenn ich Ihnen 

die beiliegende chicke, Mir fiel nur, kurz nachdem wir im 

en, in der Fetti-Schachtel.die Aufnahme 

ore te vergleichen sie moglicherweise 

Lich keine 

welche dungen im Katalog, den Sie 

“ 1 1 i = m ) a ae ee ie 3 i as "—- =e msnnilanrnh in fol =o mitbrachten, uns fehlen, Das sind recht viele, Da Sie»so freundlich ange- 

ae ch durfte um Fotos bitten, kommt hier ] 

R an (tamnannn4 When ar > Shen Waannas Bie of a Man; Ann, Carracci, study of Two Heads; 

Tn ee . T. 1. A z | 2alluc Dom, Fetti, Jacob's [I ; Fy t. Belluc 

lab! 1 e N- ae Sait (y=! AlaAacmmoacea ) orl oy LUnicken 3 AN onymous \ DOL ogn 2Se y, Ly L& 

7) \Ts Ap " ~ > ers mI - ayn? 5 + 

Prof, Middeldorf ein Foto des mn ich 

ge, ns \ ‘al Pal) 77 es nicht fanden);: G. A. Pelle alee 

Mordecai? 

Das Institut ware wirklich sehr dankbar, wenn otos beko 

: 

50121 FIRENZE, ITALIA 

chen 

r spdater der Male: 

Mit den besten Gruen 

bitte auch an rau 

- VIA G. GIUSTI 44 - TELEFON 575957 





Italian Paintings 
1 $0-1780 

] 1 | 
it ) 

-~ P & D COLNAGHI & CO LTD 
14 Old Bond Street London wx 4jL oe 

Telephone: o1-491 7408 
Cables: Colnaghi London w1 

26th May to 2nd July 1976 
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Plate ix 

SALVATOR ROSA 

1615 Arenella — 1673 Rome 

A Landscape with Travellers asking the Way 

Signed lower left. 

Canvas, 564 67in. (143.5 x 170.2cm.) 

PROVENANCE: Sit H. Carr Ibbetson, Bart., Denton Park, 
neat Ilkley, Yorkshire, 1760; 

In situ until sold with the contents of the 
house by the late Mrs. Arthur Hill, July, 
197): 

LITERATURE: Lady Morgan, Life and Times of Salvator Rosa, 
London, 1824, vol. II, p. 370. 

Denton Castle was originally the seat of Lord Fairfax, 
Cromwell’s General, and was acquired by the Ibbetson 
family in 1690. Henry Ibbetson was created a baronet in 
1748 and his son, Samuel, completely rebuilt the house 
shortly afterwards. The picture is recorded in an inventory 
of the house in 1760 and remained there until the disposal of 
the contents in 1975. Lady Morgan describes the picture in 
her Life of Rosa, published in 1824, as ‘a landscape with 
banditti’, the traditional contemporary description of 
landscapes by Rosa without a definite subject; but curiously 
the house was never visited or described by Waagen. 

The picture is an early work, painted in the late 1630 
during Rosa’s first stay in Rome. The influence of Spanish 
painting is still clearly evident, particularly the work of 
Murillo and the landscapes of Collantes, which Rosa must 
have seen in Naples. But the figures are strongly influenced 
by his contact in Rome with Pieter van Laer and the other 
bambocciante artists, whom he was to attack so bitterly later 
on. The landscape shows knowledge of the work of Claude 
and Swaneveldt, which Rosa would also have seen in Rome 

at this time. The large signed landscape of the same subject 
in the collection of Denis Mahon and another landscape in 
the collection of Lord Sackville, at Knole, are of similar 

style and all date from Rosa’s first Roman period. 

Loia~ faa Bae it (I a ofies feo hee [iw fi elie} 
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The Minneapolis Institute of Arts 

September 8, 1987 

Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Dear Alfred, 

Elaine and I want to thank you and Isabel for such a delightful 
weekend in Milwaukee. We had a pleasant, albeit a long drive 

back to Minneapolis via Oshkosh. The Paine Art Center was worth 

the detour, but lacks any old masters. 

I was able to discover the following: 

a). The Coster portrait, as you can see, was etched by Jan van de 

Velde II after Jacob Campen, and illustrates the following essay 

in Samuel Ampzing's Beschryvinghe ende Lof der Stadt Haerlem: 

Eer-Dicht op de Haarlemsche Druckerie. What I couldn't ascertain 

is whether Van de Velde's print reverses Van Campen's painted 

jo Omiter cles Moreover, it asn"t) clear’ from the inscription whether 

Van Campen based his image on a 15th century prototype. fits 

certainly looks it. The print is catalogued by D. Franken and J. 

Ph. van der Kellen, L'Oeuvre de Jan van de Velde 1593-1641, 

Amsterdam, G. W. Hissink & Co., 1968, as ane of 12 illustrations 

to Ampzing nos. 477-488 and is actually no. 487. 

b). I enclose the photograph of the Ghislandi and can see a 

resemblance. 

c). I enclose a xerox of the Salvator Rosa painting that I saw 

several years ago at Colnaghi's. I do not know whether it was 

ever sold. Lon eSoseC KD VarCe Tata lnmCl Ol Sms unMelciaintea ese, 

including the unusual straw to ochre palette. 

Gl), lie Wepelqibbavercskeye Walid wrens Susana and the Elders jelaiianeabaes, Eidial 

I scowld find iss the Jacob Matham= engraving mwatter Cornelis 

Cornelisz. van Haarlem. Weel a cicn Gb Om... 5 Alla noes. en 
Minneapolis, and one would have to consult this elsewhere to 

pursue the matter further. I still feel that I have seen an 

engraving which records your composition. 

e). The black American artist included in the American Women 

Artists exhibition is Laura Wheeler Waring. For some reason I 

didn't think that this was the same name as your artist, but 

stupidly forgot to write the name down. 

I haven't had a chance to pursue the Baburen, but you should 

check the illustration of the St. Francis in Vienna in Leonard 

Slatkes' monograph on Baburen. 

I hope that your visit to Kingston went well, and look forward to 

2400 Third Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minn. 55404 

Telephone 612/870-3046 

Cable: Minnart 



hearing from you. 

Thank you again for your kind hospitality. 

With kind regards, 

Corda aleve, 

Ceame- 

George Keyes 

Curator of Paintings 

Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 



Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Chairman 

October 7, 1987 

Mr. George Keyes 

Curator of Paintings 
The Minneapolis Institute of Arts 
2400 Third Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404 

Dear George: 

I am sorry that a long trip has delayed my thanking you for your most helpful letter of September 8th. 

The information on the Coster portrait will be most useful in our exhibition on connoisseurship. 

My Italian self-portrait could well be by Ghislandi, and I will keep my eyes open for other Ghislandi portraits; 

I have now been looking at my Hagar and the Angel for a good many hours, and while I see the relationship to Salvator Rosa, I am still not convinced that the painting is Italian. Rather, Salvator Rosa was often influenced by northern artists, and vice versa. 

As you know, I have had my large panel of Susanna and the Elders for many years and really love the painting. Many dozens of art historians have seen it without any plausible attribution ever coming-to it. If you.can ever’ locate the engraving recording the composition, it would be wonderful. 

Your suggestion that my St. Paul on copper may be an early Baburen is most valuable, and I will write to Prof. Slatkes and ask what he thinks. 

Youcmay recall ithat syouw saw a Venetian painting by Sickert in the Aldrich office, and I enclose a photograph. Do you think that this painting is good enough as a gift for a museum? I really know very little about such modern paintings, but when I see such works in local estates I do acquire them 
sometimes, 

As promised, I have had the de Vlieger photographed and enclose the color transparency. Will you plan to use this in a catalog? € Cpr ewe hea 
Cen i’ ae Wook Ege Pine hot Clete eee ) 

P.O. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 





Dr. George Keyes 

Minneapolis Institute of Arts 

October 7, 1987 
Page Two 

Most important of all: Have you heard from Queen's? Isabel and I look 
forward to being in Kingston for the next Board of Trustees meeting at the 
end of the month and would like to follow up. 

Fond regards from house to house. 

Sincerely, 

Operas 
| 

Alfred Bader 

AB :mmh 

Enclosures 
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Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry ae 

aldrich chemical company. inc. 
r. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

October 29, 1986 

Prof. Marcel Roethlisberger 
Department of Art History 
UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA 
22, boulevard des Philosophes 
CH1205 Geneva, Switzerland 

Dear Prof. Roethlisberger: 

I still remember with such pleasure, Isabel's and my visit with you in the summer, and particularly your very Kind hospitality. 

Time flies, and we are already thinking of our next summer's trip. | We 
would very much like to have a chance to visit with you again, and if you would like me to give another talk, this one on iconography, "The Bible through Dutch Eyes"--how Dutch artists looked at the Old Testament--I would be happy to give that talk. 

May I ask you for your help with a painting I purchased recently and which I like very much indeed. It is oil On canvas, 42 x 52 inches, and since the middle of the 17th century, it had been in the Sunderland collection, and it was recently sold by Lady Spencer. In the Sunderland collection, it was called Domenico Fetti, and it was exhibited as such. To me, it looks like a northern artist, painting in Italy around 1620, and I am wondering whether that beautiful landscape and the figures might be by two different hands. It is quite different from Lastman and probably too early to be by a Rembrandt student. I very much hope that you will be able to suggest the painter. I am enclosing both a black and white photograph and a color transparency, and unless you need the color transparency for a specific purpose I would very much appreciate your returning it to me during my 
EPI ALS abie ¢ 

Best personal regards from house to house. 

Sincerely, ey 

i, ee eet eee wate ere & LO 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

Enclosures 





Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 
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Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin Doel 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 
Chairman 

February 12, 1988 

Prof. Richard E: Spear 
Department of Art- History 
Oberlin College 
Oberlin, Ohio 44074 

Dear Richard: 

May I ask you for your help in two matters. 

One concerns that small Head of Jesus of which I sent you a photograph some 
weeks ago. My restorer has now reported to me that the head itself is in 
good condition, but that on cleaning the background some very odd clouds 
appeared, and he is not certain whether the clouds are original or quite 
early additions. A slide is enclosed. Do you think that these clouds 
should stay or be removed? 

More importantly, I have recently acquired what seems to me to be a most 
beautiful painting of Hagar and the Angel, photograph and color slide 
enclosed. When I look at a painting, I wish I could have studied art 
history with you: I don't even know whether this painting is Italian or 
Dutch, although I do think that it is early 17th century. Or, could it be 
by two hands, the landscape by a Dutchman working in Italy and the figures 
by an Italian? 

The painting was bought by the second Earl of Sunderland, and since then 
has been owned by the Earls Spencer at Althorp, where it was called 
Domenico Fetti. I have looked at a good many Fettis, and I just don't 
understand that attribution. 

When first I looked at it, I thought that it could be either by Lastman or 
by one of the very early students of Rembrandt, but neither seems to make 
sense. 

Can you help? 

Many thanks and best personal reaards. 
" : : Ve UE irms'e QoS ae 

Sipoerely, (ae 
| | = URN @ a ok ae 

wee ae, - Pror | i 
Alfred Bader 
AB :mmh jeg@tiinn, Ate rirewe Wout tat Bes i 
Enclosures 

SIGMA-ALDRICH 
P.O. Box 355 Milwaukee Wisconsin 53201 USA Telephone (414) 273-3850 Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052 Telex 26-843 





Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 
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Dr. Alfred R. Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 
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Johnny Van Haeften 

3 Duke Street, St James's N° 4132 

London SWrY 6DB 
Telephone (01-) 930 3062 

Wig = Date Fee IOL eo eo 

Dr. Alfred Bader, 

52 Wickham Avenue, 

Bexhill-on-Sea, 

East Sussex TN39 3ER 

Tax point date 

Ee Zi Reference | | ie 

INVOICE 

DUtC ES CNOOM TT al thitcencury 

. 4 a - /\ » 

Hagar and Jgmait+ fe f£) Ko } 

Reg in England No 1345215 VAT Reg No 242 4800.86 

JH Van Haeften SA Van Haeften 

The property in the work(s) described above shall not pass to the buyer 

until payment in full has been received by Johnny Van Haetten Ltd 
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY BUSCH-REISINGER MUSEUM 

FOGG ART MUSEUM 
ART MUSEUMS ARTHUR M. SACKLER MUSEUM 

32 QUINCY ST., CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138 

6 June, 1988 

Dear Alfred, 

Thanks for your letter of May 26th and for returning my Descartes photo so 
rapidly. Thanks too for the photo of your exceptionally beautiful and puzzling 
Hagar; alas, no name for it leaps to mind. If one occurs I will send it Gia, il 
agree with your remarks: the landscape and the architectural fragment recall 
works done by first generation Dutch Italianates, but the figures are another 
symphony--possibly Italian. 

I have checked my files and found all the data I have regarding your 
Descartes, including a copy of my letter of 1983. I never learned if it is actually signed Nason. Is it? If so, can you tell me where and how? 

The dates of my Hals volumes are: vols. 1 and 2, Loy 0 “vole 3. LOpa. 
Hence the curious reference 1970-74. 

With warmest best wishes to you both. 

Yours sincerely, 

oa 4 Vhiwe-—— 

/ 

/ j 
t 

SS/um1 

P.S. Can you send me a copy of Rembrandt and the Bible--in Japan? 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 
PROPMBOxoD > 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

USA 
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C.C. Moeyaert. 

Laban sucht die Gotzen. 

Monogrammiert und 1647 

datiert. Holz 36.2 x 46.9 cm. 

Detroit, Art Institute. 

(Kat-Nr.32). 

Lot 

P. Lastman. Laban und Rahe| 

Bezeichnet und 1622 datiert. 

Holz 110 x 152 cm. 

Boulogne sur Mer, Musée 

Municipal. (Freise 17). 





KUNSTHISTORISCHES INSTITUT IN FLORENZ 

2h. LOR LIST 

Herrn Dr, Alfred Bader 
2961 North Shepard Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

Lieber Herr Dr, Bader, 

ganz herzlichen Dank fiir Ihren Brief und die Photographien, die Sie so 

groBzltigig unserer Photothek schenken, 

Ich habe gleich die Hagar mit dem Engel, ehemals in der Sammlung Spencer, 

aus der Fetti-Schachtel geholt. Lehmann, der ja eine Monographie tiber den 

Maler geschrieben hat, vermerkte schon vor langer Zeit auf unserem Karton, 

daB er dies nicht fiir ein Bild Fettis halte, leider ohne einen besseren 

Vorschlag zu machen,Es ist ein schénes, aber schwieriges Bild, Wie Sie 

sagen: die Figuren wiirde man gern um 1620 datieren. Aber die Landschaft 

sieht eigentlich spdter aus, Sie werden am besten wissen, ob es moglich 

ist, da& die Baume nachtradglich tibermalt wurden, Wir haben zu dritt liber 

den Photographien gebriitet und waren uns eigentlich einig, da doch wohl 

kein italienischer Maler in Betracht kommt, Ich habe eine Weile an Joh. 

Lingelbach gedacht. Da gibt es vergleichbare Landschaften mit sehr in den 

Vordergrund geriickten Figuren, und auch der klassische Brunnen erschiene 

bei seinen antiquarischen Interessen méglich, Aber.die Figuren sind fiir 

Lingelbach dann doch nicht tiberzeugend. Frau Dr, Rottgen fand, man solle 

auch an franzdésische Maler denken, und von der Gesichtsbildung her sind 

tatsachlich bei den Briidern Le Nain Ahnlichkeiten zu finden -— nur: ftir eine 

Zuschreibung reicht das nicht aus, 

Sie fragen nach meiner Meinung zum Tobias-Bild, Ich finde, die Figuren 

sehen gar nicht nach Marco Ricci aus, Mu8 das nicht doch ein romischer 

Maler aus der Dughet-Nachfolge sein? Freilich wei& ich nicht welcher,. 

Das kénnte wohl nur ein Kenner dieses Malerkreises wie Luigi Salerno 

sagen, 

Fiir das eingebrannte Siegel auf Fettis "Traum Jakobs" habe ich nachgesehen, 

ob es bei Lugt unter den Sammlerstempeln so etwas gibt. Aber das hatten 

Sie wahrscheinlich schon langst selbst kontrolliert, Leider war tiber unsere 

Wappenkarteien nicht einmal herauszubekommen, welche Familie Sonne und 

Drachen im Wappen fiihrt. Aber man kann sich den Stempel ja gut merken, 

Wenn mir ein Shnlicher Abdruck unter die Hande kommt, schreibe ich es 

Ihnen, 

Ich hoffe, wenn Sie das nachste Mal nach Florenz kommen, werden Sie sich 

mehr Zeit nehmen kénnen. Frau Middeldorf wiirde sich bestimmt auch freuen, 

Sie wiederzusehen,. 

Mit den besten Griifen, 
bitte auch an Ihre Frau 

Nhvan Vint Un roe 

Irene Hueck 
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UNIVERSITE DE GENEVE : 

FACULTE DES LETTRES 

Département Genéve, le 16 Jan. 87 
histoire de Part et de musicologie 

1211 Genéve 4 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Aldrich Chemical Company 
Milwaukee, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Bader: 

You wrote me a long time ago, at the end of September, 
and sent me the photograph of your Hagar with the Angel. 
You will not be astonished that I have no answer either. 
It looks lovely, I am sure you are right in think i tig a 
is Dutch ¢c.1620, I rather think the landscape and 
figures are by one hand. Mr. Nieuwstraten at the RKD 
to whom I showed it was reminded of Linsen. . 
If meanwhile you haven't found out as yet, you. could 
send a photograph to Prof. Albert Blankert, 25 Konings- 
plein, The Hague, and to Dr. Astrid Tumpel, Uilenputweg 10, 
Bergendal near Nijmwegen, Nederland. Meanwhile I am 
returning the ektachrome. 
I hope our paths will meet again, especially when you 
come to Switzerland. I myself will attend the art 
historians! meeting in Boston next month. 
With my best regards to you and to Mrs. Bader 

Sincerely, 

Marcel Roethlisberger 
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aut a : J Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 3 

aidrica Chemical compamy, imc- 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

October 29, 1986 

Prof. Marcel Roethlisberger 
Department of Art History 
UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA 
22, boulevard des Philosophes 
CH1205 Geneva, Switzerland 

Dear Prof. Roethlisberger: 

I still remember with such pleasure, Isabel's and my visit with you in the Summer, and particularly your very kind hospitality. 

Time flies, and we are already thinking of our next summer's trip. We would very much like to have a chance to visit with you again, and if you would like me to give another talk, this one on iconography, "The Bible through Dutch Eyes"--how Dutch artists looked at the Old Testament--I would be happy to give that talks 

May I ask you for your help with a painting I purchased recently and which I like very much indeed. POLLS Soa loro canvas, 42 x 52 inches, and Since the middle of the 17th century, it had been in the. Sunderland collection, and it was recently sold by Lady Spencer. In the Sunderland collection, it was called Domenico Fetti, and it was exhibited as such. To Nan LE elooks like a northern artist, painting in Italy around 1620, and I am wondering whether that beautiful landscape and the figures might be by two different hands. It is quite different from Lastman and Probably too early to be by a Rembrandt student. I very much hope that you will be able to suggest the painter. | ieam enclosing both a black and white photograph and a color transparency, and unless you need the color transparency for a specific Purpose I would very much appreciate your RAE MIEM Ime etee ft Omme during my INNS Wah Swe p 

(aa 

Best personal regards from house to house. 

Sincerely, Li} 

AS Oe a Ere 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh 

Enclosures 

P.O Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 
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i a arta aS, Be 
Chemists Helping Chemists in Research and Industry 

aldrich chemical company, imc_ 
Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

Jantary Loe Looe 

wulsd, 

Prof. Marcel Roethlisberger 

Department of Art History 

UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA 

22, boulevard des Philosophes 

CH1205 Geneva, Switzerland 

Dear Prof. Roethlisberger: 

We have had a number of examples recently of mail from here to Europe 

simply not getting there. 

I very much hope that you did receive my letter of October 29, 1986, 

copy of which is enclosed, and that only overwork has delayed your 

responding. 

May Isabel and I visit you again in June? 

Best personal regards, 

Alfred Bader 

AB :mmh 

Enclosure 

P.O. Box 355, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 USA, Telephone (414) 273-3850, Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052, Telex 26-843 
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Dr. Alfred Bader 
Chairman 

_ February. 12;, 1988 

Poot. Richard —. Spear 
Department of Art History ~ 
Oberlin College 
Oberlin, Ohio 44074 

Dear Richard: 

May I ask you for your help in two matters. 

One concerns that small Head of Jesus of which I sent you a photograph some 
weeks ago. My restorer has now reported to me that the head itself is in 
good condition, but that on cleaning the background some very odd clouds 
appeared, and he is not certain whether the clouds are original or quite 
early additions. A slide if enclosed. Do you think that these clouds 
Should stay or be removed? 

More importantly, I have recently acquired what seems to me to be a most 
beautiful painting of Hagar and the Angel, photograph and color slide 
enclosed. When I look at a painting, I wish I could have studied art 
history with you: I don't even know whether this painting is Italian or 
DutchwealGhoughiedo: think thateitt)1sseanly st/thicentury. / Or, could at pe 
by two hands, the landscape by a Dutchman working in Italy and the figures 
by an Italian? 

The painting was bought by the second Earl of Sunderland, and since then 
has been owned by the Earls Spencer at Althorp, where it was called 
Domenico Fetti. I have looked at a good many Fettis, and I just don't 
understand that attribution. 

When first I looked at it, I thought that it could be either by Lastman or 
by one of the very early students of Rembrandt, but neither seems to make 

sense. 

Can you help? 

M thanks and best pe 1 regards. p any anks an est persona g S Ve. ae ea co 

Sinserely, 

cee Ge eae hn) 
i ed ie, De uuwe . ‘thre. ( poe 

Alfred Bader 

AB:mmh Leghtitan, Re oe NS 
Enclosures 

SIGMA-ALBDRIGH 
P.O. Box 355 Milwaukee Wisconsin 53201 USA Telephone (414) 273-3850 Cable Aldrichem TWX 910-262-3052 Telex 26-843 
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ALLEN MEMORIAL ART MUSEUM OBR EINne © EEC eE 

VA 
OBERLIN, OHIO 44074 (216) 775-8665 

Marelli 25 71991 

Dice Aller seid mabe diel 

Give) a semenn 

Sigma-Aldrich Corporation 

M0) We, St. Pam Awemuc 

Milwaukee, WI Sa2 33) 

Deae Die, BWachaw . 

I am sorry to have missed you on your recent Visue to Oberlin. 

Unfortunately, my first cold of the year set in that very morning and 

i ‘could not, last past noon Tl) hope you had a good visit with Kichard 

Spear and with Ursula stechow. 

The artist whose paintings brought your work to mind is Francesco 

COZ Zar. Hus painting of Hagar and Ishmael in the Wilderness. O65), in 

the Ryksmuseum, Amsterdam (Inv. A4053) immediately made me Ciinmke wor 

PaAlnting wu berms ot ethe handling of the paint and the grace of the 

fie Wr esi, Perhaps you have already considered Cozza and dismissed him. 

However, if net, take a Look. 

fT look forward to secine syoulagaim on a) LUr0re)yisit:. 

Sareeare Ly yours; 

ee ie De Celery Ms yale fii, (ae 

; poker 
Wareaim "3 2 Si Be gO 

Director 

(dictated by, but signed in his absence) 

Wc (pe 





ALLEN MEMORIAL ART MUSEUM OBERLIN COLLEGE 

OBERLIN, OHIO 44074 (216) 775-8665 

Mareen 2A, IMO 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Chairman 

Sigma-Aldrich Corpor at con 

SAU Wiee So bball sAviemute 

Milwaukee, WI HSA3)3) 

Deka aa) tor eb recenice, 

beam sorry to have Missed you on your recent, Vise to Oberlin: 

Unfortunately, my first cold cferhe yeanm set in ‘that very mornims and 

i could not lastapact 100m. E hope you had a good visit with Richard 

ppear and with Ursula sstechow. 

The @rtist whose paintings! DrouUshiayour work to mind is Francesca 

Covzzga. (His painting Oh Hagar rand elshmact! in the Wilderpess, )6iG5 in 

the Ryksmuseum, Amsterdam (Inv. A4053) immediately made me think your 

palnting wneterms of the hand Mine of the paint and’ tie -erace of the 

baie Wes. Perhaps you have already considered Cozza and dismissed him. 

Howienieia, ala tenlOl an alee malo) ke. 

Ligogk forward. to. -seeinery ols asoain) on “4 LUrure iy isab.. 

Simcerely yours, 

- 4 

LAChlt aire jiu Vere DL Tete 
~~ 

William J¥ Chiego 

Dae eOeo x, 

(dictated by, but signed in his absence) 

WJIC/be 





ALLEN MEMORIAL ART MUSEUM OBERLIN GCOLEEGE 

WA OBERLIN, OHIO 44074 (216) 775- 8665 

Maen 225 19s 

Dies Nibieveeal Bheyeleic 

Chairman 

Sigma-Aldrich Corporation 

360 Vi, Sies Raw, As emit 

Milwaukee, WI 3233 

Deze Die, Barceie., 

I am sorry to have missed you on your recent visit to Oberlin: 

Unfortunately, my first colldpof the year set sim that very morning and 

I (could) mot, gaasic Spas t noon IT hope you had a good visit’ with Richard 

Spear and with Ursula stechow. 

The artist whose paintings brought your work to mind is Francesco 

Comiziar His painting of Hagar and Ishmael inthe Weldermess.,\ 065,05 En 

the Ryksmuseum, Amsterdam (Inv. A4053) immediately made me think your 

painting in terms of the handling of the Dannte aud Fhe erace of ethe 

Figures. Perhaps you have already considered Cozza and dist S 62 deen) aant 

However, if not, take a look. 

I‘look forward to seeing you again on a future visit. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bee (Bs | / 
re (Cee a ee ee ee co 

; ee ae. 
We iene CR Lego 

DEriee.t ox 

(dictated by, butisrened in his absence) 

WoC yc 





oil 



4. Above. Luis Egidio Melendez. Still-life: La Merienda, oil on canvas, 
41k x 60% in. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Linsky, New York. 

5. Below right. Francisco de Zurbaran. Saint Sebastian, oil, 413 

M. Knoedler & Co. Inc., New York. 
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Prins Willem Alexanderhof 5 RIJKSBUREAU VOOR KUNSTHISTORISCHE DOCUMENTATIE NETHERLANDS INSTITUTE FOR ART HISTORY 

P.O. Box 90418 

2509 LK 's-Gravenhage 

The Netherlands 

tel. 070-3471514 

From December 10, 1997 

eigenen, 

New numbers: 

tel. (31) 70 3339777 

fax (31) 70 3339789 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Astor Hotel Suite 622 

924 Bast Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

WeS oP 

subject Research Paintings 
reference MAK/sv/98-2355 

yourletter 24 September 1998 

The Hague, 12 January 1999 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Here again are some answers to another part of the submitted 

photographs. But first of all, let me say that I wish you all 

the best for a very happy new year. 

Thank you for the photographs of the paintinegsrom the “nese 

I know’ list. A very beautiful Van Everdingen, an interesting 

early Pynacker and a fine winterlandscape by Ruisdael. They 

are a welcome addition to our documentation. The Landscape 

with Resting Traveller whether or not by Lievens’ is still a 

veryrattiractive (pictures We still Have it filed as Lievens by 

the way. 

Unfortunately you gave no data on this last Would, you be so 

kind as to supply us with this information (dimensions, 

signature, date etc.). This regards painting H (Everdingen), 

I (Pynacker) and O (Ruisdael). 

Following are some remarks on the? paimbingsvongyour “hese 1 

den!’ @know” List. 

No. 7 Portrait of a Cloud A most intriguing painting but 

difficult to solve, moreover as the photograph is very dark, 

therefore the structure of the rocks and tae fELigures) are 

hardly discernable. If you have an ectachrome which I could 

Se a ak borrow it might be very helpful. So far I tend to think: late 

All information and 17th century, possibly by one of Herman Saftleven’s pupils or 

cenciuslons spouse att followers but of course I may be completely wrong. 
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the Rijksbureau, are 
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objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the 
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letter containing such 
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No. 8 Shepherds and their Cattle near a Well Again quite 

a problematic painting showing discrepancies which I 

fina very difficult to explain. The landscape in the 

background is very ’Pre-Rembrandtesque’ and can be dated 

c.1630. The animals and the two shepherds would be 

consistent with this date. But the three figures on the 

left and the still-life of vegetables and utensils are 

painted im’ =a “completely aifterent manner “and “can “be 

dated much later Gn the century, “c:1660 or even Later 

Risoethe lighting “of this’ group ils very different. Could 

it fe “two “painters, “the later “one ‘modernising’ an 

earlier work? I have no solution as yet. 

It has been suggested in the past that it might be an 

early work” by Bérchem but comparing it to other works 

from his youth I do not think this aC ri Duel oOn= Corre. 

I can give you the following provenance: 

Dwiith Wi bentelacGaltverieés, "New York, “before *1964 

s8Sale New York, Phillips, 8 June 1983, lot "58 

Secale Newevork)! Christiets? 6 dune 1964. Lot SS) aay by 

Francois Venant 

£ Salee@New York) *®Christie’s;’ 13° January 1987, POC Mod as 

Jacob and Laban 

The subject has also been called ‘The meeting of Jacob 

and Rachel’ 

No. 9 Arcadian Landscape with Figures First. of “all, 2 

think that the painting might be incomplete and might 

have been cut down especially at the bottom. I would 

propose a tentatiuve attribution to Dirck van der Lisse; 

the foliage is somewhat similar, he follows Poelenburgh 

fairly = "closely “and *has “done larger-sized figures as 

well. I enclose photocopies of some of his works. 

Dirck van der Lisse (1607 - 31 Jan 1669) was born at The 

ee 
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Hague. His father Abraham was a painter himself and will 

have been his first teacher. Houbraken - though making 

mistakes in birthplace and first name- will not have 

erred in his report that Van der Lisse was a pupilsof 

Cornelis Poelenburch, as testified by his works. He Wall 2 

have joined the Poelenburch studio at Utrecht between 

1626. cand -ui630ee-" 1a eperiod for which athe gnecords ) are 

missing - and may well have joined the’ Utnecht quid. By 

the year 1635 he was a reputed Utrecht painter, when the 

Cour c commissioned Abraham Bloemaert, Cornelis van 

Poelenburch, Herman Saftleven and Dirck van der Lisse 

(his contri burion mow rat Berlin-Griinewald) to paint the 

Pastor Fido-series for the new palace at Honselaersdyck 

and included him also in the selection of four Utrecht 

painters for the oblong landscapes to be hung in the 

same place (now at Berlin). Though marrying at The Hague 

in 1639, he stayed at Utrecht till c.1642 and tried his 

luck for two years at Amsterdam before Settling, an “ie 

Hague, where he joined the Guild ingsi6eed .© He> was) an 

active member of the guild and in 1655 he became a 

member of the municipal council at The Hague. From 1660 

till death he was burgomaster of this city. 

Though he never dated his works and marked them with a 

mono-gramme mostly DVL (in one), there is by now a good 

deal of evidence for his development and he is generally 

recognised as Poelenburch’s crown jer ous pies 

Now wit sahacar-wand the Angel This painting may be 

aeevi buted to Wan Uinsen (1602/3-1635) or at least the 

landscape «part. The sweeping ground and decorative 

festoons of leaves and flowers are also to be found in 

Pe ered Ber) his rare paintings. I enclose some examples. The figures 

conclusions about art are probably from a different artist but. © have not 

ever aes succeeded in identifying this hand as yet. Whenever I do 
the owner's request by ‘ - 

the Rijksbureau, are I will certainly let you know. 

the result of the 

particular art 

/ 

historian’s investigation 

and the Rijksbureau’s 

letter containing such 

information is not 
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Tan LINGGN un (1602) Odi) see tates sMay 1635) also called 

Hermafrodito. Born at Hoorn. His teacher is not known. 

First recorded at Rome in 1623 when he figured among the 

early members of the painters society Bentvueghels. 

Houbraken relates how he was later captured by Barbary 

pirates, managed to escape and, once home, painted this 

adventure (still in a private collection “at Hoorn an 

1718 but nowadays lost). It is not known when Linsen 

left Rome, before or possibly after 1626, the date found 

on his earl@est picture. He gor balled at Hoorm in, 1635 

in a quarrel over a game ef cards. In his signatures the 

name is spelled in various ways: Lintsen, Linsen and 

Lins. The first art-historian to recognise the artist 

and assemble some of his oeuvre was B.J.A. Renckens in 

Mededelingen RKD 2 (1947), p. 1-3 and Oud-Holland 74 

CUOS Oram lle ao. 

and last lp have a =request.. Whale Looking Cnvouc name me 

1974 catalogue of a selection of your paintings; i 

noticed the Ficke/Emont painting. I would be much 

obliged if I could have a photograph of it since this 

arvisturasctnaces me. 

Kindest regards, 

Mrs. Marijke C. de Kinkelder 

Cen DIE} OENGs Depuwso Old Netherlandish Painting 

All information and 

conclusions about art 

objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 
the result of the Encl. 6 

particular art 

historian’s investigation 

and the Rijksbureau’s 

letter containing such 

information is not 

intended as an 

expertise 

All liability for 
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New numbers: 

tel. (31) 70 3339777 

fax (31) 70 3339789 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Astor Hotel Suite 622 
924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Uys. A 

subject Research Paintings | 
reference MAK/sv/98-2355 \ 
your letter 24 September 1998 eer 

The Hague, 12 January 1999 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Here again are some answers to another part of the submitted 

photographs. But first of all, let me say that. Ll wish you all 

the best for a very happy new year. 

Thank you for the photographs of the painkingeion Fthe @ihese 

I know’ list. A very beautiful Van Everdingen, an interesting 

early Pynacker and a fine winterlandscape bys. Rursdael aarhey 

are a welcome addition to our documentation. The Landscape 

with Resting Traveller whether or not by Lievens melts ull a Sew ee 

Y very attractive tpicture ..Weestillehave it filed as Lievens by 

the way. 

Unfortunately you gave no data on this list. Would you be so 

kind as to supply us with this information (dimensions, 

signature, date etc.). This regards painting H (Everdingen), 

I (Pynacker) and O (Ruisdael). 

Following are some remarks on the paintings on your These ei 

don’ Gaknow” list: 

No. 7% Portvait ofa Cloud A») most “intriguing paimting.) but 

J difficult to solve, moreover as the pheteograph asi very dark, 

therefore the structure of the rocks and the figures are 

hardly discernable. If you have an ectachrome which I could 

oe ee Mae borrow it might be very helpful. So far I tend to think: late 

All information and 17th century, possibly by one of Herman Saftleven’s pupils or 

conclusions about art followers but of course I may be completely wrong. 
objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the 
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particular art 
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historian’s investigation 

and the Rijksbureau’s 

letter containing such 

information is not 

intended as an 
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All lishiliry for 
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All information and 

conclusions about art 

objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the 

particular art 
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and the Rijksbureau’s 

letter containing such 

information is not 

intended as an 

expertise. 
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No. 8 Shepherds ahd their Cattle near a Well) Again quite 

a problematic painting showing discrepancies Wii COL 

find. very. difficult:jto explain. The landscape in the 

background is very 'Pre-Rembrandtesque’ and can be dated 

Gaveso.e. The. tanamale lcand sy these two shepherds would be 

consistent with this date. But the three figuresson the 

left and the still-life of vegetables and utensils are 

painted in a completely different manner and scan be 

dated mach later an the -<centuny, c.1660 or even later. 

Also the lighting of this group is very different. Could 

it be two | painters, the. later ,one ‘modernising’ an 

earlier work? I have no solution as yet. 

It has been suggested in the past that it wai ghiy bean 

early work by Berchem but comparing it ‘to ,other, works 

from his youth I do not think this AGEL DUG One COLrrect. 

I can give you the following provenance: 

- with Lilienfeld Galleries, New York, before 1964 

- Sale New York, Phillips, 8 June 1983, lot 58 

- Sale New York, Christie’s, 6 June 1984. lot 55, as by 

Francois Venant 

+ Sale New York,» Charistie’s,. let January Loss, L0tr 57>, (as 

Jacob and Laban 

The subject has also been called ‘The meeting of Jacob ' 

and Rachel’ 

No. 9 Arcadian Landscape with Figures De teror 1 ad le et 

think that the painting might be incomplete and might 

have been cut down especially at the bottom. I would 

propose a tentatiuve attribution to Dirck van der Lisse; 

the foliage is somewhat similar, he follows Poelenburgh 

fairly closely and has done larger-sized figures as 

well. I enclose photocopies of some of his works. 

Dirck van der Lisse (1607 - 31 Jan 1669) was born at The 

he 
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objects, provided upon 
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the result of the 
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letter containing such 

information is not 
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Hague. His father Abraham was a painter himself and will 
have been his first teacher. Houbraken - though making 
mistakes in birthplace and first mame-) will not have 
erred in his report that Van der Lisse was a pupil of 

Cornelis Poelenburch, as testified by his works. He will 

have joined the Poelenburch studio at Utrecht between 

P6S6eeand ©1620) a epertod for “which the #records “are 

missing - and may well have joined the Utrecht guild. By 

the year 1635 he was a reputed Utrecht painter, when the 

court commissioned Abraham Bloemaert, Cornelis van 

Poelenburch, Herman Saftleven and Dirck van der Lisse 

(his contribution now at Berlin-Grinewald) to paint the 

Pastor Fido-series for the new palace at Honselaersdyck 

and included him also in the selection of four Utrecht 

painters for the oblong landscapes to be hung in the 

same place (now at Berlin). Though marrying at The Hague 

ined6so @ he stayed at Utrecht till-c.1642 and tried his 

luck for two years at Amsterdam before settling in The 

Hague, where he joined the guild in 1644. He was an 

active member of the guild and in 1655 he became a 

membem of the Minicipal council at The Hague. From 1660 

till death he was burgomaster of this city. 

Though he never dated his works and marked them with a 

mono-gramme mostly DVL (in one), there is by now a good © 

deal of evidence for his development and he is generally 

recognised as Poelenburch’s crown pupil. 

No. 13 ‘Hagar and the Angel This painting may be 

attributed to Jan Linsen (1602/3-1635) or at least the 

landscape part. The’ sweeping ‘ground and decorative 

festoons of leaves and flowers are also to be found in 

his rare paintings. I enclose some examples. The figures 

are probably vicom, a, Gitlerent, “artist Dut, 1, Mave (nicer 

succeeded in identifying this hand as yet. Whenever I do 

I will certainly let you know. 
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jan DINGEN (1602/03 5 — "late ) May loss) ealsomucalled 

Hermafrodito. Born at Hoorn. His teacher is not ‘known, 

First recorded at Rome in 1623 when he figured among the 

early members of the painters society Bentvueghels. 

Houbraken relates how he was later captured by Barbary 

pirates, managed to escape and, once home, painted this 

adventure (still in a private coblection ‘al Hoorns an 

1718 but nowadays lost). It is not known when Linsen 

left Rome, before or possibly after 1626, the date found 

on his earliest picture. He got killed at Hoorn Ln a hGs 

in a quarrel over a game of cards. In his signatures the 

name is spelled in various ways: Lintsen, Linsen and 

Tins. The first art-historian to recognise the artist 

and assemble some of his oeuvre was B.J.A. Renckens in 

Mededelingen RKD 2 (1947), p. 1-3 and Oud-Holland 74 

GSS o Ferrel voc deL j 

And last I have a request. While looking Enroughs, ene 

1974 catalogue of a selection of your paintings, 1 

noticed the Ficke/Emont painting. I would be much 

obliged if I could have a photograph of it since this 

artist fascinates me- 

Kindest regards, 

Mrs. Marijke C. de Kinkelder 

CO NiO LO Nis Dept. of Old Netherlandish Painting 

All information and 

conclusions about art 

objects, provided upon 

the owner's request by 

the Rijksbureau, are 

the result of the Waiell , 

particular art 

historian's investigation 

and the Rijksbureau’s 

letter containing such 

information is not 

intended as an 

expertise. 

All liability for 





Dr. Alfred Bader 

2961 North Shepard Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211 

February 11, 1999 

Mrs. Marijke C. de Kinkelder 

Dept. of Old Netherlandish Painting 

RKD 
Prins Willem Alexanderhof 5 

P.O. Box 90418 

2509 LK’s — Gravenhage 
THE NETHERLANDS 

Dear Mrs. De Kinkelder, 

Your most interesting letter of January 12, as well as letters from 

two of your associates, have convinced me how much I have missed 

by not sending you photographs for so very long. 

But then I remember that I did send photographs for years and Drs. 

Nieuwstraten hardly ever replied. 

Allow me to respond to your letter paragraph by paragraph. 

Regarding my landscape, which I believe 1s by Lievens, I know of 

course that Christopher Brown wrote in the Burlington Magazine 

that this is a fine landscape, but not by Lievens. I don't think that 

he realized that a monogram IL which is not floating was covered 

by the frame. Dr. Brown is coming on a speaking tour that will 

bring him to Milwaukee this coming March and he will be staying 

at our house. Perhaps the monogram will convince him. 

The mountain landscape by Everdingen is oil on panel, 25 x 39 

cms., and there is no signature. The Christie's entry referred toa 

1” strip added at the top, but my conservator believes that this was 

added by the artist. Dr. Alice I. Davis inspected the painting and 

her letter before her visit will be self-explanatory. She told me that 

it is one of the most beautiful Everdingens she has ever seen. I 

don’t have many landscapes, and really like this. 





The Pynacker has a curious history. It is oil on panel, 34 x 39.5 

cms., signed A. Pynacker in the lower right. The painting was 

purchased by the late Prof. Wolfgang Stechow, one of the finest art 

historians I have ever known. Laurie Harwood, who has written 

that very good book on Pynacker, was judging only from a bad 

photograph when she gave it #C-80 in her book. When I showed 

her the original recently and left it with her for a week, she 

changed her mind and her enclosed note will be self-explanatory. 

This is one photograph about which Drs. Nieuwstraten might have 

said something. 

The Ruisdael winter landscape is 14 x 12-1/4” and the enclosed brief 

essay will be self-explanatory. I hope you will like seeing the color 

reproduction enclosed. There was a similar winter landscape at 

Sotheby’s in London in December, but that was not nearly in as 

good condition. 

The Portrait of a Cloud is as much a puzzle to you as it 1s to me. 

The artist was not a good technician because he painted on a panel 

which wasn’t dried thoroughly, and so you have that odd 

craquelure. I enclose a small transparency which you need not 

return. 

Despite my horrible experience with the Dutch police, Isabel and I 

are thinking about spending a few days in Holland next November 

and will then dare to take this little panel with us to show you. Of 

course I will inquire before our visit whether you and Drs. Kosten 

and Ekkart plan to be in the Hague during our visit. 

On inspecting the panel a name might well come to you and you 

might conclude that it is quite late. But then you might know from 

my autobiography that I even like some modern paintings. 

No.8 is indeed a puzzle and it may well be by two hands several 

decades apart. I do think it is the Story of Jacob With Laban. 

Your attribution of No. 9 to Dirck van der Lisse is almost certainly 

correct and has been suggested by other art historians also. The 

painting was not cut at the bottom as it has an authentic bevel on 

all four sides. 

As I mentioned in my original list, the artist 1s likely to have seen 

that beautiful Jordaens now in Brussels. He took the two figures 





from that painting, as S. De Bray took the figure of the nude Hagar 

— signed and dated 1650, which hangs very close to the van der 

Lisse. Did all three artists work together around 1650 in the 

Hague? 

I really like the Hagar and the Angel which came to the Spencer 

collection around 1670 and there was given to Domenico Feti. 

If the landscape is indeed by Jan Linsen, then the figures must be 

by a different artist. Weenix has been suggested by several art 
historians and I have said to myself that when I see a painting with 

the kind of shot silk that you see here, I will be certain of the artist 

of the figures. 

There is a fairly small Jan Linsen of Tobias and the Angel at 
Schlichte Bergen, illustrated in Simiolus, #8 of 1998. That picture 

certainly looks quite different from mine. 

Are Linsen and Weenix ever known to have worked together”? | 

I purchased that fine landscape given to Ficke in Bernt from the 

late Dr. Hans Wetzlar in Amsterdam, who sold it to me on condition 

that he could put on the Bill of Sale that it was by Pynacker. I 

assured him that I was certain that it is not by Pynacker, but that 

he could put on the invoice anything he liked. Actually, I think that 

the painting is by van Emont. 

A few years ago, I traded this beautiful painting with one of my 

good friends, Mr. Bert van Deun, whose address is Haglistrasse 15, 

CH-6315 Oberageri, SWITZERLAND. I traded it for the Portrait of 

Jakob Junius by Lievens, a portrait which I had owned previously 

and which I like very much indeed. I am asking Bert to send you a 

photograph of the van Emont. 

On the smallest of the lists that I sent you, there is “I.”, a painting 

which I believe is by Carl Fabritius, at one time given by Bredius to 

Rembrandt, Bredius #226. I call that panel my Bert Vos panel and 

the reason for that is given in the enclosed story. 

Incomprehensibly, the Amsterdam police recovered both lost 

paintings, Rembrandt’s Mother ca. 1630, and a small portrait by 

Gonzalez Coques within months after their theft. But they never 

checked with their own police report filed by Isabel and myself nor 





with IFAR, where both paintings are illustrated. After three years 

in the Amsterdam lost and found, the police sent both paintings to a 

small auction in Amsterdam and the buyer of Rembrandt’s Mother 

took it to you, where Dr. Kosten identified it as the painting stolen 

from me. I don’t know yet how the Amsterdam police justify all 

this. 

When you and your associates will have replied briefly to each of 

the photographs I sent you, I will send another, smaller batch. 

Also, if you see reproductions of some of my paintings in other 

catalogues, please do not hesitate to ask for photographs. 

I haven’t counted the number of reproductions of my paintings 1n 

Prof. Sumowski’s six volumes, but I would guess that there are 

about sixty. I presume that you do not need any of those 

photographs. 

With many thanks for all your help, and with all good wishes to 

you and your associates, I remain 

Yours sincerely, 
x 
\ 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

Enc. 
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